Traffic Signal Questions

These are some of the standard questions and answers regarding traffic signals.

- Request for intersection signalization
  - Please enter a ticket in public stuff or call 3037397300 and ask for public works traffic engineering. Someone from our staff will reach out about your concern in two weeks or less.

- Operation of signals
  - Please enter a ticket in public stuff or call 3037397300 and ask for public works traffic engineering. Someone from our staff will reach out about your concern in two weeks or less. Commonly asked questions are as follows:
    - Serving approaches with no traffic
    - Not enough time for an approach
    - Waiting too long for green
    - Request for a green arrow or flashing yellow arrow for a left turn
    - Signal cycles too slowly or quickly
    - Signal in flash
    - Signal not coordinated with adjacent signals
    - Signal serves pedestrian movement with no pedestrians present